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UNIVERSITY OF ULSTER 

TEACHING AND LEARNING COMMITTEE 
20 JUNE 2012 
 
CERTIFICATE OF PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

OVERVIEW 

The Certificate of Personal & Professional Development (CPPD) is an established 
University of Ulster framework at level 3 and 4 validated in 2007. As a framework which 
hosts multiple modules from across the Faculty provision it is subject to external 
examination and review both from a central and cross Faculty perspective.  

In June 2011 Teaching and Learning Committee (TLC) agreed that: 

i. CPPD activity should continue to be formally assigned to ADL within the academic 
planning process but that a mechanism should be devised to identify Faculty plans 

ii. The proposed revision of fees be recommended to the Chief Finance and 
Information Officer for consideration by the resources Committee 

iii. Schools/units should review their CPPD modules for existing students, to ascertain 
whether the credit bearing route within CPPD remained the most appropriate way to 
validate such activity. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Access & Distributed Learning (ADL) continues to support the Faculties in their 
endeavours to develop the CPPD as a flexible framework at Level 3 and 4. To 
encourage internal stakeholders to contribute, information was presented to Faculty 
Executive Committees (FECs) during the period December 2011 – February 2012. All 
Faculties received details regarding the importance of the CPPD framework in relation to 
flexibility, access and benefits to the individual and the University, together with some 
indicators of the areas of demand as identified through liaison with the wider NI 
community (including community based organisations, schools and regional events). 
The response has been significant resulting in a current offering of 35 modules 
(Appendix 1).  The additional 29 externally facing modules have been developed within 
the 2011/12 academic year, with evidence of a number of further module approval 
applications (CA3s) now being processed. This has enabled the Lifelong Learning Unit 
to engage, for the first time, in promotion of the framework to external target markets 
within community, business and education sectors. 

While all Faculties have shown contribution to the framework since 2009 this has often 
been aimed at the internal market (Full time existing students) rather than the external 
market (part time students).  Measurable outcomes in relation to an increase in fee 
income and Non-Masn activity can realistically only be achieved through support of 
modules available to the latter target market (external).  For this reason any significant 
effort should be aimed at the part time provision which faces the external market.  
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2. PROGRAMME MANAGEMENT 

The CPPD Programme Committee continues to support the management of the CPPD 
framework. The primary focus of development during the 2011/2012 period gave 
cognisance to agreed actions and recommendations from the CPPD Annual Review 
2011/12, TLC June 2011 and ADEC December 2011: 

• Support the standardisation of practice (primarily module boards) across the 
faculties. (Appendix 2) 

• Design a ‘types of provision’ matrix for CPPD within the Lifelong Learning offer, to 
increase clarity and understanding across internal stakeholder groups across Ulster. 
(Appendix 3) 

• Intervention to support the review and development of modules resulting in increased 
population of the framework for the external market with the purpose of increasing 
income and Non Masn across the Faculty provision. (FECs Dec 2011 – Feb 2012) 

3. STUDENT REGISTRATION & ENROLMENT 

There have been four programme codes established through consultation with Student 
Administration and the Strategic Development section of the Planning Department which 
have been in use throughout this academic period (2011/12). This has proved 
successful, with reports specifically generated to facilitate tracking, preparation for 
Progress and Examination Boards.  

 Academic Period 2010/11 Academic period 2011/12 

CPPD Module Numbers 102 333  (234 live) 

Live Modules PT Market  6 35 

CPPD PT Enrolments 220  463 

CPPD FT Enrolments 6199 5210 

CPPD Module & Enrolment Numbers 2010-2012 

Lifelong Learning continue to work with Student Administration to facilitate timely 
development of new modules, such as Schools and Faculties are not subject to financial 
penalties when submitting new CPPD modules for approval, regardless of the time of 
year.  

4. EXTERNAL EXAMINER 

All PPD modules must have an external examiner assigned to them; this is usually an 
individual who is already examining a programme in a similar subject area within the 
appropriate School/Faculty. Subjects attached to Access & Distributed Learning 
(Careers and Staff Development) are examined by the Chief External Examiner (Dr Ruth 
Helyer). Sampling support has also been extended to CELT for PPD modules. 

Following proposals to establish a new postgraduate flexible framework at level 7 (TLC 
June 2012), a formal request to extend Dr Helyer’s contract to support the pilot and 
embedding of the new framework will be presented. 
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5. QUALITY MANAGEMENT AUDIT & REVIEW 

The Accredited Professional Development Management Board (APDMB) continues to 
oversee the academic governance arrangements for the CPPD. As the framework is 
now becoming populated with a range of external facing modules, further discussion 
with the Faculties will more accurately inform the academic plan. ADL will continue to 
provide an annual report to T&LC outlining progress. 

6. STAFF STUDENT CONSULTATION 

The CPPD First Impressions Survey is currently distributed annually to ensure the 
student view is incorporated into the planning and review process. To ensure a 
representative sample and increased return, this will be increased to one survey per 
semester. 

The survey for the current academic year (2011/2012) received a moderate 28% 
response rate (24 out of a total of 93 students). A positive learning experience is noted: 

• 100% of students would recommend part time study at the University of Ulster 62% 
of which had previously undertaken study at the University. 

• 97% enjoyed their learning experience 

• 93% stated their skills had improved 

• 100% said their module material was easy to access 

• 96% said that support and guidance was readily available 
Students preferred learning modes are reported as: 

• 59% prefer a blended learning experience  

• 26% classroom based (evenly spread by a preference for on campus and community 
based) 

• 9% fully online,  

• 6% distance offline using CD ROM / USB 

7. FINANCE 

A revision to fees was implemented during 2011/12 in conjunction with the Finance 
Department. In addition to a premium fee option the two agreed fee levels are the 
current undergraduate rate and a second concessionary rate of 70% available for those 
in receipt of benefits. Lifelong Learning continue to work with Finance in relation to the 
setting of fees for individual PPD modules.  

8. MARKETING & PROMOTION 

Internal communication and promotion of the framework has focused on two formal 
routes, the Programme Committee and presentation to Faculty Executive Committees 
(FECs). This practice has resulted in positive developments and ensured accurate 
knowledge management across the Faculties.  

External marketing has been targeted at a community based level. Lifelong Learning 
have supported a range of events both regionally and nationally to support CPPD 
promotion and gather learning needs information to inform development at a modular 
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level. The scope although not exhaustive, has included events such as NI Library Road 
shows, Titanic Training & Development Fairs, Integrated Principals Conferences, NI 
Careers Advisor Meetings and Primary and Secondary School Information sessions 
targeting parents and teachers. 

During the new academic period 2012/13 Lifelong Learning will engage with the 
programme committee and associated Faculties to promote the ‘Imagine Myself CPPD 
Web Campaign’ aimed at encouraging individuals to consider themselves in Higher 
Education (HE). 

The primary target market is adult returners. The primary purpose of the campaign will 
be to: 

• Demonstrate that HE is accessible for adult returners providing a range of short 
courses to enable an informed choice for further study.  

• Provide taster modules which are credit bearing and accessible both in terms of 
affordability and practicality. 

 
Where possible the reach will also include the School /College markets 
 
• Supporting informed choices for HE and positively impacting on student engagement 

and retention during year one of degree programmes. 

It is proposed that each 5 credit module will be delivered online and will deploy creative 
online assessment methods, helping to support continued sustainability of delivery while 
increasing access. Material presented will highlight the student experience through 
video. Sound bites or involving students in certain aspects of module delivery, will 
provide new opportunities to positively promote the University brand. 
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Appendix 2 

UNIVERSITY OF ULSTER 

ARRANGEMENTS FOR PROGRESS AND AWARD BOARDS FOR THE CERTIFICATE OF 
PERSONAL & PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT  

1. Introduction 

The purpose of this paper is to provide guidance on the procedures to be followed for the input, 
timing, and confirmation of Personal & Professional Development (PPD) modules and the award 
of Certificate of Personal & Professional Development (CPPD). It should be read in conjunction 
with the following documents: 

I. Examination Procedures for the relevant academic year 
II. Examination regulations  

 
2. Overview of Arrangements 

The assessment of students completing modules attached to the CPPD framework is a two tier 
process, and follows a slightly different timeline for students studying PPD modules as 
curriculum enhancement ( normally, full time undergraduates) and those who are only studying 
PPD modules (PPD Students/external). The difference in arrangements relates only to the 
timing of the boards, otherwise all aspects are the same. 

All PPD modules must have an external examiner assigned to them; this is usually an individual 
who is already examining a programme in a similar subject area within the appropriate 
School/Faculty. Subjects attached to Access & Distributed Learning (Careers and Staff 
Development) are examined by the Chief External Examiner.  A short PPD module progress 
board should be held at the end of the appropriate subject board to enable the external 
examiner to confirm the results of the PPD module and complete the PPD Modular Confirmation 
Form  

• The PPD module progress board should consider the students’ performance in a 
particular module of study and confirm the results obtained in the module, this board 
cannot confirm a decision on academic progress. 

• The PPD Progress and Award Board makes decisions on academic progress and agrees 
recommendations for awards for all students taking PPD modules. 

Membership of the Module Progress Board – The Board comprises internal examiners, one 
(or more) external examiner/s. It is chaired by the Dean or Associate Dean of the Faculty in 
which the subject is located, or a Head or Associate Head of School in the Faculty other than the 
school in which the subject is located. 

Membership of the PPD Progress and Award Board – The Board comprises the Course 
Director of CPPD, the Chief External Examiner and a CPPD representative from each Faculty. It 
is chaired by the Director of Access & Distributed Learning. 

3. Activities which Precede Module Progress Board 
 

I. PPD Module Coordinators must ensure all module results are input into the system by 
the end of the semester in which the module has been taught, dates are advised by 
examinations office.  

II. Access & Distributed Learning are responsible for organising module progress boards for 
central department PPD modules. 

III. The module coordinator makes arrangements for the module progress board, ensuring it 
is held at the end of the Course Board at which the External Examiner is present. The 
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meeting must take place during the period identified by examinations office for exam 
boards. 

IV. Module Coordinators must ensure results sheets for Module Progress Boards are 
available for the board, this is normally a spreadsheet of results which has been used to 
input to exams system. 
 

4. Duties of Module Progress Board 

Duties of the board include: 

I. Consideration of evidence of extenuating circumstances for subsequent decisions by the 
PPD Progress & Award Board to permit first sit or coursework/ examinations as 
appropriate. 

II. Confirmation of Pass/Fail at the module level, identifying requirements for resits where 
appropriate. 

III. Arranging for any amendments to be lodged with the school in accordance with 
procedure. 

IV. Module Coordinator to ensure the External Examiner PPD Modular Confirmation form is 
completed, signed and returned to Access and Distributed Learning. 
 

5. Activities with precede the CPPD Progress and Award Board 
 

I. CPPD Course Director makes arrangements for the meeting including ensuring the date 
of the meeting is at least 10 days after the final date for exam boards in the appropriate 
semester, and the attendance of the Chief External Examiner. 

II. CPPD Progress & Award Boards are held in June for final year undergraduates who 
have successfully achieved 60 credits of CPPD. 

III. CPPD Progress & Award Boards are held in September for external candidates. 
IV. Results sheets are requested by the CPPD Course Director and produced by 

Examinations office. 
V. Ensure receipt of any extenuating circumstances from module progress boards. 

 
6. Duties of the CPPD Progress and Award Board 

Duties of the board include: 

1. Making decisions based upon extenuating circumstances for first sit/resit as appropriate 
2. Reviewing performance in all PPD modules for the academic period. 
3. Determining the academic progress of candidates and recording Academic Standing 

codes on the course results sheets. For students studying PPD as curriculum 
enhancement, decisions are only made for final year students graduating. 

4. Forwarding recommendations for awards to Senate for candidates who have 
successfully accumulated 60 credits of PPD modules. 

NOTE:  PPD students (external) who are not yet eligible for award are exited at this board. Final 
year students who have undertaken PPD as curriculum enhancement are awarded CPPD  where 
they have successfully achieved 60 credit. Achievement of a full CPPD award or completion of 
modules (less than 60 credits) will be noted on the student  transcript. 

5. Note the arrangements for communication of results forms to unsuccessful candidates by 
Module Coordinators. 
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UNIVERSITY OF ULSTER     ACCESS & DISTRIBUTED LEARNING  

External Examiner PPD Module Confirmation 

School 

 

 

Module Name 

 

 

Module Code 

 

 

Module Coordinator 

 

 

External Examiner 

 

 

Date of Progress 
Board 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

External Examiner  ……………………………………………………………… 

Module Coordinator  ……………………………………………………………… 

Please ensure a copy of the module results is attached to this form and return to: 

Access & Distributed Learning, Business Support Unit, 2F03, Jordanstown 
 
 

COMMENTS 
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Appendix 3 – Lifelong Learning Types of Provision 

Types of 
Provision 

Purpose 
 

Target 
Audience(s) 

Credit 
Bearing 

Award 
Bearing 

Approval 
Arrangements 

Monitoring 
Requirements 

Student Fees Expectations for 
Access & 
Resources 

Short Course   
(on campus) 
 

 

University 
• Respond to employer/ 

professional body 
need 

• Explore market prior 
to development of 
credit bearing 
opportunity 

• Increase fee income 
Student 
• Increased access due 

to limited time 
commitment 

Business  
Community 
Leisure 

Non credit 
bearing 

Non award 
bearing 

Activity Contract  
(Approved by HOS & 
Lifelong Learning) 
 
 
Recognised by Ulster in 
relation to attendance 
and/ or completion of 
learning hours  

Completion of 
attendance register 
 
Monitored by 
member of staff at 
the point of delivery 

Full cost 
recovery 
(Premium 
where the 
market 
allows) 
 
 

Campus access 
(security) 
 
Student support 

Short Course 
(online) 
 
 

University 
• Respond to employer/ 

professional body 
need 

• Increase market share 
• Explore market prior 

to development of 
credit bearing 
opportunity 

• Increase fee income 
Student 
• Increased flexibility for 

access and completion 

Business  
Community 
Leisure 

Non credit 
bearing 

Non award 
bearing 

Activity Contract  
(Approved by HOS & 
Lifelong Learning) 
 
Recognised by Ulster in 
relation to attendance 
and/ or completion of 
learning hours 

Visitor access for 
Blackboard required 
 
Tracked completion 
via VLE 

Full cost 
recovery 
(Premium 
where the 
market 
allows) 

• VLE 
• Email 
• Library 

Services 
• Student 

support 
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Types of 
Provision 

Purpose 
 

Target 
Audience(s) 

Credit 
Bearing 

Award 
Bearing 

Approval 
Arrangements 

Monitoring 
Requirements 

Student Fees Expectations for 
Access & 
Resources 

 
Standalone 
credit bearing 
module 
(attached to 
an existing 
programme) 

 
University 
• Respond to market 

needs (inc professional 
body/employers) 

• Increase non MASN 
• Increase fee income 

 
Student 
• CPD 

 

 
Employer 
training 
needs  
 

 
Credit 
bearing 

 
Non award 
bearing 

 
Complete and submit 
CA3 through Academic 
Office 
 
 
If modules are fully 
online this must be 
identified within CA3 

 
Subject to academic 
governance within 
the respective 
Faculty 
ADL supports online 
enrolment where 
modules are offered 
as elearning 

 
University 
standard 
annual rate 
applies 
consistent 
with level of 
main 
programme 
 
Premium rate 
preferred 
 

 
• Library 

Services 
• Email 
 
• VLE if 

blended or 
online 

 
• Student 

support 
 

Standalone 
credit bearing 
module 
(new module 
via CA9) 
 

University 
• Respond to market 

needs 
• Increase non MASN 
• Increase fee income 
 
 
Student 
• CPD 
• Higher level skills 

development  
 

Employer 
training 
needs  
 
 

Credit 
bearing 

Non award 
bearing 

Complete and submit 
CA9 through Academic 
Office 
 
 
 
If modules are fully 
online this must be 
identified within CA9 

Subject to academic 
governance within 
the respective 
Faculty 
 
 
ADL supports online 
enrolment where 
modules are offered 
as e learning 

University 
standard 
annual rate 
applies 
consistent 
with level of 
main 
program 
 
Premium rate 
preferred 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Library 
Services 

• Email 
 
• VLE if 

blended or 
online 

 
• Student 

support 
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Types of 
Provision 

Purpose 
 

Target 
Audience(s) 

Credit 
Bearing 

Award 
Bearing 

Approval 
Arrangements 

Monitoring 
Requirements 

Student Fees Expectations for 
Access & 
Resources 

CPPD Module 
(External PT 
market) 
 
 

University  
• Increase Non MASN 
• NI Regional skills 

agenda 
 
 
 
 
Student 
• Higher level skills L3/4 
• Personal development 
• Supports access & 

progression to HE 
• Increased 

employability 
 

Widening 
Participation 
Audience  
 
 
 
 
 
Employers 
Employer 
Based 
Training 
Accreditation 
(EBTA) L3/4 
 

Credit 
bearing 

Award 
accessible 
when 60 
credits have 
been 
achieved 

Modules approved 
through CA3 process 
 
Revalidation of CPPD 
framework 2012/13 

Subject to academic 
governance – 
Coordinated by 
Access & 
Distributed Learning 
(ADL) 

Fee rates 
available: 
• Standard 

annual 
UG rate 

• Concessi
onary 
(30% 
reduction 
of 
standard 
UG rate) 

• Premium 
rate – set 
by the 
Faculty 

• Student 
Card 

• Student 
Support 
Services 

• Library 
Services 
 

• ISD inc 
email 
notification 

• VLE 

CPPD Module 
(Internal 
Market) 
 
 

University 
• Curriculum 

enhancement 
 
Student 
• Supports application 

to the Ulster Edge 
Award 

• Enhanced 
employability skills 
and knowledge 

Full time 
existing 
students 
 
Staff 
 

Credit 
bearing 

Award 
accessible 
when 60 
credits have 
been 
achieved 

Modules approved 
through CA3 process 
 
Revalidation of CPPD 
framework 2012/13 

Subject to academic 
governance – 
Coordinated by 
Access & 
Distributed Learning 
(ADL) 

Nil fee for full 
time existing 
students * 
 
Nil fee for 
staff 
following 
management 
approval 

n/a 

 


